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Introduction: The howardite Kapoeta is a breccia most probably derived from an asteroidal 
regolith. Many regolithic breccias exhibit a characteristic light-dark" structure: a "dark", he-grained 
and solar-gas-bearing matrix contains "light" indigenous clasts and foreign inclusions. Noble gas 
studies of clasts from the regolithic brecdas Weston (I), St. Mesmin (2), Djermaia (3), Fayetteville 
( 4 3  and Kapoeta (6,7) have revealed similar irradiation features. The majority of clasts has an 
irradiation age in close agreement with the bulk-meteoroid exposure age. Any additional irradiation of 
clasts in the regolith (inferred often from the presence of solar flare tracks) seems to be short, in the 
range of a few Ma. Furthermore, in the cases of FayetteviUe (5) and Kapoeta (6) the clasts with a 
much longer exposure are foreign inclusions suggesting pre-exposure in space rather than in the 
regolith. Thus, dasts which experienced a regolith exposure of tens of Ma are rare. In contrast, a 
recent study of Fayetteville (4) has shown that the matrix was exposed tens of Ma to the GCR during 
the regolith stage. Furthermore, according to this study, there is a correlation between solar-gas 
concentration and irradiation age. The simplest explanation for this correlation is the admixture of 
anirradiated materials to a mature regolith. The question I have hied to answer is whether this 
mixture of mixradiated and irradiated materiais is typical for asteroidal regolith breccias, or if it is a 
peculiarity of Fayetteville. For this reason my attention has turned to the howardite Kapoeta since it 
originates certainly from a different parent body than Fayetteville, with the Faye t tde  parent body 
being more primitive and chondritic 

Samples and experimental procedure. He, Ne and Ar were extracted by total fusion from 10-50 
mg samples of all lithologic subspecies of Kapoeta and examined mass-spectrometrically. Looking at 
the regolith evolution alone, there is a certain analogy between various Kapoeta lithologies and the 
"light-dark' structure of Fayetteville, in spite of the greater petrological complexity of Kapoeta. 
Howarditic matrix and xenolithic breccia clasts corresponds to the "dark" solar gas bearing matrix 
Diogenitic, . . .  . eucritic - and impadtic clasts are analogs of the "light" indigenous clasts. The foreign 
inclusions of Kapoeta are 
mostly C-chondritic (6). 

Tab. 1 : 47-production 
r a t e  calculated fo r  
various 1 i thologies o f  
Kspoeta using elemental 
production rates (9) o f  
Schultz and FreMdel and 
chemical analyses (7). 
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Fig.1: The correlat ion betwen solar M ~ e  and the rent 4 r - i r rad ia t ion  ages shown here fo r  Kapoeta 
i s  ivalent  t o  that  & e n d  f o r  Fayettevi l le r 5 i .  Ages exceeding the meteproid exposure age 
( 1 . 3 . 0  Ma) are a t t r i b u t l d  t o  a prampact ion  i a d i a t i  presunabty occurring i n  the  parent 
regolith. Because of a d i f fe rent  i r rad ia t ion  geometry i n  the regolith, the real  &ratlon of the 
i r rad ia t ion  of most sanples i s  a t  Least tw, times greater than the apparent 4s- i r radiat ion age. 
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Ftesdts and discussion: We calculated the concentrations of solar 2GNe and cosmogenic 21-Ne 
for all samples, under the assamption that solar gases are a mixture of SW (Solar Wind) and SEP (Solar 
Energetic Particles) (8). The 21-Net- concentrations cannot be compared directly (as done previously 
in the case of Fayetteville), because Kapoeta samples spread over a wide range of chemical 
compositi011~ I cal&ed for each sample the apparent &-irradiation age assuming the production 
rates given in (9) and Tab.L In Fsl the concentrations of 20-Nesol are plotted vs. the apparent 4rr-  
ages. The samples having the lowest age set an upper limit to the exposure age of the meteoroid; we 
infer it to be 15-20 Ma  This short irradiation of the meteoroid is confirmed by the activities of 
53-Mn and 10-Be [180k10 dpm/kgFe (10) and 16.9215 dpm/kg (11) respectively] since these are 
lower than the saturation activity. All samples having an apparent &-age exceeding the meteoroid age 
~ r i e n c e d  an irradiation prior to the compaction of Kapoeta The apparent &-ages of indigenous 
clasts (ie. diogenites, euaites and impactites) vary by a fador of 2-3. Although it was not possible to 
correct the production rates for shielding, the observed spread in the ages cannot be attriiuted to a 
shielding effect in the meteoroid because several clasts having different ages are close neighburs 
from a single, fusion crust free piece of the meteorite. Hence, we infer that these differences are real 
and caused by different precompaction exposures, presumably under B-conditions in the parent 
regolith. Because of the different irradiation geometry in the regolith, 
the real irradiation age of these samples might be longer than 
given in Fsl. However, with the exception of the foreign 
inclusions discussed in (6) and a single eucrite clast, the 
precompaction ages of clasts do not exceed a few Ma  In 
contrast, xenolithic brecda clasts and matrix reveal a 
considerably longer precompadion B-age in the range of at 
least a few tens of M a  Furthermore, as dearly visible in Fsl, 
the concentration of solar gases correlates with the irradiation '4 ' 

age. This correlation persists for every resonable assumption 
about the isotopic composition of each noble gas component and 
is analogous to that found for Fayetteville (4). We infer, 
therefore, a similar admixture of unkadiated and dast-bearing 2 0 ~ e s o l a ~ l ~ ~ 0 ~ ~ ~ t ~ l ~ l  

' 

material into the mature regolith. Large impacts, which excavate LL 

deeper sited strata are the most likely mechanism which admix 0 I000 2000 

unjrradiated and maybe more blocky materials into the Inature Fig.2: I n  contrast to e w r i  tes, 
regolith. Petrogenetic models of the Kapoeta parent body diogenites are nearly free of 
suggest that deeper sited materials are more diogenite-rich than pLagiocLase. Thus# a Lw P1ag'Px 

ra t io  indicates an high content of 
surface materiak., and thus it is to be expected that ejecta of a diogenitic fragments in houardi- 
large impad are enriched in diogenitic fragments. According to t e  sanple. The breccia samples 
chemical analyses of (7, matrix samples and breccia plotted i n  this figure show that the 
cla.51~ with the smallest precompaction age and the lowest solar of ~'~~i~as~.~~~ 
gas concentration are, as expected, the most diogenite-rich also the most diogenite-rich ones. ~~~ (Fk.2). 

Summary and condusions: The meteoroid stage of Kapoeta was only 15-2.0 M a  Samples having 
a greater apparent @-age experienced a precompaction exposure presumably under B-conditions in 
the parent regolith. The precompadion irradiation feature is remarkably similar to that reported for 
FayztteviIle (43: Most indigenous dasts resided only a few Ma in the irradiated layer of the regolith. 
Clasts with a longer precompaction age (6) are mostly foreign inclusions, they might have experienced 
a space irradiation (under &-conditions) prior to be incorporated into the Kapoeta parent body. The 
matrix and xenolithic breccia clasts show precompaction 2r-irradiation ages of at least several tens of 
Ma. The correlation of the irradiation ages with the concentrations of solar gases suggests an 
admistwe of unirradiated materials into the mature regolith. We propose that this feature is typical 
for asteroidal breccias: It is present not only in the matrix of two different meteorite breccias which 
are not genetically related to each other (ie. Fayettde, Kapoeta) but also in all xenolithic brexia 
clasts that they contaia 
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